Abstract: Despite the tremendous progress in the field of drug designing, discovering a new drug molecule is still a challenging task. Drug discovery and development is a costly, time consuming and complex process that requires millions of dollar and 10-15 years to bring new drug molecules in the market. This huge investment and long-term process are attributed to high failure rate, complexity of the problem and strict regulatory rules, in addition to other factors. Given the availability of 'big' data with ever improving computing power, it is now possible to model systems which is expected to provide time and cost effectiveness to drug discovery process. Computer Aided Drug Designing (CADD) has emerged as a fast alternative method to bring down the cost involved in discovering a new drug. In past, numerous computer programs have been developed across the globe to assist the researchers working in the field of drug discovery. Broadly, these programs can be classified in three categories, freeware, shareware and commercial software. In this review, we have described freeware or open-source software that are commonly used for designing therapeutic molecules. Major emphasis will be on software and web services in the field of chemo-or pharmaco-informatics that includes in silico tools used for computing molecular descriptors, inhibitors designing against drug targets, building QSAR models, and ADMET properties.
INTRODUCTION
The development of drug molecules for the treatment and prevention of diseases has played a critical role in the field of medicine. Due to advancement in the field of medicine, quality of life and average life expectancy have increased significantly at the last century. In the nineteenth and earlier centuries, drugs were derived mainly from medicinal plants in addition to natural extracts derived from animal species. In order to improve qualities of drugs based on natural extracts, process of isolation of pure biologically active molecules began in later part of nineteenth century. History of modern drug discovery research is not older than a century [1] . Generally, drug discovery process can be divided into three phases; first period belongs to nineteenth century where the drugs were discovered from serendipity [2, 3] . Second period starts in the early 20 th century with the discovery of antibiotics [4] . The modern day rational drug discovery and development approach can broadly be classified into three phases 1) Research phase 2) Clinical Phase 3) Applied phase. Research Phase is marked by target identification and validation, hit and lead identification and optimization ( Fig. 1) . Clinical phase is characterized by evaluating the efficacy and safety of the new chemical entity first in *Address correspondence to this author at the Bioinformatics Centre, Institute of Microbial Technology, Sector 39A, Chandigarh, India; Tel: +91-172-2690557; Fax: +91-172-2690632; E-mail: raghava@imtech.res.in animal models and then human population followed by approval to market it. The applied phase composed of post marketing surveillance.
Recent study has shown that approximately US$800 million is the estimated cost for bringing a new drug into the market through passing these phases [5] . Therefore, pharmaceutical companies are seeking new ways to reduce this cost and increasing profit margins. Cheminformatics is providing an alternative for reducing huge money investment to nearly half in drug discovery [6] . The recently approved drug Indinavir and earlier Haloperidol have shown up a way to in silico approaches in drug designing [7, 8] .
The computational methods for in silico drug discovery have been broadly categories into two fields bioinformatics and cheminformatics. In case of bioinformatics, major emphasis is on identification and validation of drug targets, mainly based on functional/structural annotation of genomes. The field of bioinformatics is dominated by freewares where thousands of databases like UniProt [9] , PDB [10] , NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), and software/webservers like BLAST [11] , GPCRpred [12] , FASTA [13] , ATPINT [14] , Clustal-W [15] , ESLPRED2 [16] , Psipred [17] are available free for public use. These bioinformatics resources are heavily used by community for identification and designing of drug targets in addition to functional annotation of genomes. In case of cheminformatics or pharmacoinformat-ics, major emphasis is on designing of drug molecules or ligands and their interaction with drug targets. In contrast to bioinformatics, cheminformatics is dominated by proprietary or commercial software/webservers where software are costly with stringent license conditions. Due to heavy cost of chemoinformatics resources, computer-aided drug discovery is still a costly affair.
Despite the existence of a large number of computational methods which are available to evaluate and priortize inhibitors, very few are ready for public use. Some of those which are published are not easy to use due to lack of a webserver or standalone package. These issues can only be resolved efficiently by enhancing collaborations in an open and free knowledge sharing environment. Recent research also suggests that open collaborative drug discovery will be the future paradigm of biomedical research [18] [19] [20] . In order to overcome the limitations of existing approaches, open source/ freely available software have been developed by different organizations like OpenTox [21] , OSDD (Open Source Drug Discovery), CDD [22] , Blue Obelisk [23] etc. In past, number of reviews had been published in this area. In this review, our major focus is on software that are freely accessible and could be used at different stages of the drug discovery process (Fig. 2) . Our focus will be on chemoinformatics or pharmacoinformatics related software that are used for designing drug molecules/ligands/inhibitors. In principle the success of designing a drug which has high selectivity and specificity to a given functional target is the key challenge in order to have a potential drug with least possible side effects. Also, the present tools have limited predictive capacity for estimating pharmacokinetic parameters which are imperative to have an ideal drug. We have covered the following topics in this review.
• Source of Molecules: Resources in the field of drug design like databases on chemicals assays/properties, drug molecules. These resources are used for developing various models for predicting inhibitors.
• Molecular Editors: This topic will cover software and web services for drawing new molecules and for editing of existing molecules. This topic will also include tools used for visualization of molecules.
• Analog Generators: In this section, we will describe software used to generate analogs of molecules. It will also include software used to generate the virtual library of chemicals.
• Structure Optimization: Software used for generating 2D/3D structure, and for optimization of energy/geometry of molecules will be covered under this topic.
• Molecular Descriptors: Calculation of molecular descriptors is fundamental requirement for developing QSAR models. We will describe the software available for the same.
• Similarity Search: This topic will describe software or web services which are frequently used to perform chemical similarity search.
• QSAR/QSPR Models: Software used for developing models like QSAR, QSPR, QSTR will be described.
• Chemical Clustering: Classification and clustering of small molecules is important to understand property of a scaffold, major free software will be described in this section.
• Molecular Docking: This topic will describe commonly used software packages for docking small molecules in macromolecules.
• Pharmacophore Tools: In this section, we will cover resources important for pharmacophore search. • ADMET Techniques: Software/webservers used for computing drugability of molecules, and ADMET properties will be described.
• Drug Target Prediction: This section describes the softwares and webservice important in prediction of drug targets.
• Designing of Inhibitors: This topic describes different tools that allow users to predict inhibitors against a target. These tools generally used diverese techniques (like QSAR models, docking, screening) for designing inhibitors.
• Other resources: Miscellaneous major resources over the internet that are serving community will be covered under this topic.
• Major Initiatives: Numerous organizations and groups working towards affordable drugs will be covered in this section.
• Future Prospects: This section will describe forthcoming prospects of open source in drug discovery including limitations of existing resources.
SOURCE OF MOLECULES
In ancient times, natural products obtained from various sources like plants were used to test whether they have biological activity. These natural products were major sources for discovering therapeutics. Subsequently, synthetic chemists have synthesised large number of chemical compounds and generated library of synthetic molecules in the last century. Presently, there are number of databases and repositories that are managing comprehensive information about millions of chemicals. This section describes major source of molecules that are freely available for public use. Chemical databases/resources are the backbone of computer-aided drug discovery, whether it is chemoinformatics or pharmacoinformatics or bioinformatics. These databases provide information that is used to build knowledge-based models for discovering and designing drug molecules. Here, we have covered major databases that are available free for public use, ( Table 1) provides brief description of each database. A number of commercial/in-house databases such as WOM-BAT [24] , World Drug Index (http://www.daylight.com/ products/wdi.html) etc. are into existence for a long time. However, more recently the availability of molecule databases such as PubChem [25, 26] , Zinc [27] , ChEMBL [28] has dramatically changed the landscape of publicly available cheminformatics resources. Some of the databases like PubChem BioAssay, ChEMBL also encapsulates the information regarding the target protein, organism on which the chemical is effective and sometimes along with their activity score. In the foreground, we have described major databases in brief, these database are the backbone for developing models for drug discovery ( Table 1) .
PubChem project is an open public repository and maintain three types of information, namely, substance, compound and BioAssays [25, 26] . PubChem Substance contains original chemical structure submitted by different vendors, publishers or other government agencies. PubChem Compound maintains the index of unique chemical structures present in PubChem Substance. PubChem BioAssay currently contains information about 500,000 assays, covering 5000 protein targets, 30,000 gene targets and providing over 130 million bioactivity outcomes [25] . ChEMBL is a manually curated database that provides comprehensive information about 1 million bioactive (small drug-like molecules) compounds with 8200 drug targets [28] . This database also contains the different dataset for neglected diseases like malaria from both commercials as well as academics sources. ZINC database maintains information about all the commer- ChemDB is a database of commercially available small molecules. it contains around five million chemicals [29] . This database provides different types of information of chemicals that includes predicted or experimentally determined physicochemical properties, such as 3D structure, melting temperature and solubility. ChemSpider contains more than 28 million unique chemical entities aggregated from more than 400 diverse data sources [30] . Each structure entry in ChemSpider is associated with a list of predicted molecular properties as well as possibly available experimental data, spectra etc. It has also been integrated with the SureChem (http://surechem.com/) patent database collection of structures to facilitate structure-based linking to patents between the two data collections. NCI database has more than 275,000 small molecule structures, a very useful resource for researchers working in the field of cancer/AIDS [31] . In addition to big databases, there are some databases that maintain specialized information. These databases maintain chemical compounds information about their role in the biological system like KEGG contains association of chemicals in pathway and diseases [32] . Similarly, number of databases maintain interaction of target-ligand interaction that is essential for target based drug discovery [33, 34] .
MOLECULAR EDITORS
Molecular editors are commonly used tools in the field of cheminformatics, to draw and manipulate chemical structures. These tools provide a number of facilities like geometry optimization, structure visualization, energy minimization. There are several software packages available, which allow users to sketch a molecular diagram on a computer. Comprehensive list of molecular editors is given in ( 
ANALOG GENERATORS
Virtual library generation approaches have a major impact on drug designing process where small therapeutic molecules are generated from basic scaffolds with attachments sites and lists of R-groups. In ( The most commonly used combinatorial chemistry and analogs designing tool is SmiLib. It is a freely available Linux based chemoinformatics tool which can be used as command line and graphical user inferface for generating combinatorial library. It requires three substructures: Scaffolds, Building blocks and Linkers to generate a combinatorial library. GLARE (Global Library Assessment of REagents) is an Open Source package to generate the combinatorial library. CLEVER (chemical library editing, visualizing and enumerating resource) is a free chemoinformatics tool that enumerates chemical libraries using customized fragments; it also computes the physicochemical properties of the generated compounds. Another tool is Library synthesizer, an open-source java based tool for chemical library enumeration and profiling. NEWLEAD is also used for the automatic generation of combinatorial library from bioactive conformations of reference molecules. The input for this software is a set of fragments in the 3D orientation corresponding to a given pharmacophore model. ORganic VIrtual Library (ORVIL) is a perl program to generate the combinatorial library organic substituents without using scaffold hopping. It is designed to explore the organic chemical space in the given query structure without affecting the entire backbone of the molecule enabling minimum molecular complexities.
STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION
The pharmacological properties of small therapeutics molecules depend on their specific conformation. In chemoinformatics, various techniques such as structurebased screening, ligand-based screening, molecular modeling and molecular docking requires suitable multi-conformer stuctures (2D/3D) of compounds to facilitate the drug discovery process. The compound conformers are the basic need in medicinal chemistry to explore more complex structural motifs and different topologies, because there is a relationship between different conformers and function [35] [36] [37] . There are several chemoinformatics tools as described in (Table 4) , are available to generate 2D/3D structure/conformers like Openbabel [38] , Frog [39] , Balloon [40] .
Openbabel is a free software, used in the inter-conversion of chemical structure/conformers (2D/3D) and different chemical file formats, substructure search, force field calculation, extraction of stereochemical information and fingerprint calculation. It is available for different platforms like Window, Linux and Mac. FROG (FRee Online druG) is a free online drug conformation generation tool for small molecules starting from their 1D or 2D descriptions. FROG also identifies the different unambiguous isomers corresponding to each molecule. Smi23d (3D Cordinate Generation) program converts one or more SMILIES strings into 3D. It uses two-stages, initially it generates the rough coor-dinates then it optimizes and refines the final coordinates by mengine program. Cyndi is fast and powerful structure conformation generation package based on the multi-objective evolution algorithm. It is capable of generating geometrically diverse conformers at the large scale. It has an option to remove the redundant geometrical conformers with the RMSD filter and finally optimize remaining conformers with energy minimization. Balloon generates 3D atomic coordinates using molecular connectivity via distance geometry. It uses multiobjective genetic algorithm for generating of 3D conformers. DG-AMMOS is an open-source program, which allows the generation of the 3D conformation of small molecules using distance geometry and their energy minimization. AMMP force field sp4 is used in implementing DG-AMMOS [41] . TINKER is a widely used molecular modeling software having several features such as molecular dynamics, minimization and conformational sampling. It generates structure conformers by unconstrained molecular dynamics and each conformer is simulated and energy minimized. (MOPAC) is an open source semi-empirical quantum chemistry program that is used to study molecular structures and reactions. molecular orbital package. It is one of the old and famous program used in the field of quantum chemistry.
MOLECULAR DESCRIPTORS
Molecular descriptors repersent the characterstics or features of a molecule in numerical values [42] . Descriptor can be defined as an outcome of logical procedure where chemical information is represented in the form of some values or numbers for a property in considerations [43] . A key steps in classical quantitative structure-activity/property relationship (QSAR/QSPR) modeling is the encoding of a chemical compound into a vector of numerical descriptors. These molecular descriptors may be result of some experiment, for example logP and are highly correlated with that property of chemicals. Based on these descriptors QSAR/QSPR model are developed, which are helpful in designing new chemical entity (NCE) having the property similar to used dataset [44] . Today, huge numbers of software are available in public domain to calculate molecular descriptor, some of which are listed in (Table 5 ). Mold2 calculates 779 1D and 2D molecular descriptors from diverse information like pyhico-chemial properties, topology, atom counts, Eigen values. It has been shown that Mold2 descriptors perform better than the number of commercial software [45] . AFGen is a program that can calculate the graph based properties of chemicals. These graph properties include paths (PF), acyclic subgraphs (AF), and arbitrary topology subgraphs (GF). The ISIDA Fragmentor2011 calculates substructural molecular fragment and ISIDA property labeled fragments from a Structure-Data File (SDF).
ODDescriptors/BlueDesc is a freely available Java-based user friendly tool that calculates cheminformatics descriptor to be used to develop the model for QSAR/QSPR. This software is based upon the CDK and JOElib2 for descriptor calculations and can generate libsvm or arff file as output. CDK is a java based descriptor calculation tool developed in 2003. The tool is capable of calculating topological, geometrical, charge based and constitutional descriptors. A number of software/libraries have been developed for computing molecular descriptors using CDK. Our group made webinterface for CDK see http://crdd.osdd.net:8081/webcdk/. MODEL is molecular Descriptor Lab, for computing a comprehensive set of 3,778 molecular descriptors from following six categories: constitutional descriptors, electronic descriptors, physical chemistry properties, topological indices, geometrical molecular descriptors, and quantum chemistry.
CHEMICAL SIMILARITY SEARCH
Searching similar molecules in chemoinformatics is an important tool for chemicals classification, database searching or the relationship between molecules and their activity. In the past, a number of tools have been developed to calculate the similarity matrix ( Table 6 ). These algorithms vary from simple molecular properties based, graph based, shape based and volume based. Each module has its own pros and cons in searching of database. The similarity is measured in terms of Tanimoto cofficient (varies from 0.0 to 1.0) or euclidian distance. There are some algorithms which consider both shape matching and feature matching. The simplest way to calculate the similarity is provided by Open babel on MCCS166 key based similarity search [38] . The PubChem database also provides PubChem881 key based 2D similarity search. In addition, PubChem also provides a facility to search based on shape and chemical feature mapping. The JC search tool from ChemAxon has the capability to search similar molecules at a given cut-off value. Sometimes users are interested in finding the substrucure/ supestructure of similar to active molecules. This could also be done using the JC search tool. 
QSAR/QSPR MODELS
Quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) is a mathematical relationship linking chemical structure and biological/pharmacological activity in a quantitative manner for a series of chemical compounds. Related term quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR) is used to represent the relationship between structure and physico-chemical properties [46, 47] . There are two types of QSAR models: 2D-QSAR, the models constructed using 2D descriptors, and it is established in predicting physicochemical properties as well as in providing quantitative estimates of various biological effects [48] . Another type is 3D-QSAR, when QSAR model is generated by descriptors of 3D structure of molecules [49] . The application of any QSAR models is to predict the biological activities of new compounds based on structural properties of chemicals against a particular target or whole cell [50, 51] .
There are number of techniques that are frequently used to build QSAR models, this section describes major techniques used for building prediction of activity of molecules ( Table 7) . Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a machine learning algorithm program which is based on statistical and optimization theory and having capability to handle structural feature data [52] . The SVM light software is an implementation of SVM is widely used in chemoinformatics. The WEKA package contains a wide range of tools and algorithms for data analysis and predictive modeling [53] . The system is written in JAVA, a platform independent objectoriented programming language. WEKA is a complete data mining software that could be used for pre-processing of data, clustering, model building, visualization, and feature selection. The most common file format recognize by WEKA is ARFF (attribute-relation file format) and csv for-mat. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is powerful machine learning technique, commonly used for solving the classification problems. SNNS (Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator) is a software simulator for neural networks on Unix (http://www.ra.cs.uni-tuebingen.de/SNNS/). The multi-layer feed-forward network, back propagation multi-layer perceptron (MLP) are the most popular application of ANN used in generating QSAR model. Memory-Based Learning is a direct descendant of the classical k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) approach, which is a powerful pattern classification algo- rithm for numeric data. K-Nearest Neighbor may be implemented using the free software TiMBL (Tilburg MemoryBased Learner) (http://ilk.uvt.nl/timbl).
Feature selection is a key step to eliminate correlation, multi-collinearity and remove useless attributes from all descriptors. In (Table 7) , we describe commonly used feature selection softwares like Weka [53] , Rapidminer, Orange and RRF [54] . Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) is a popular java based tool used in feature selection. There are various feature selection approaches like Genetic algorithms (GA), Greedy stepwise forward selection, wrapper selection method and F-stepping remove-one are implemented in Weka. Rapidminer is a open-source software widely used for machine learning, data mining and feature selection. Brute force, Forward selection, Backward elimination etc. are important feature selection algorithms in Rapidminer (http://rapid-i.com/content/view/181/190/). Orange is a data mining and machine learning tool used in feature selection and data analysis. Orange.feature.selection module provides feature selection facilities. Regularized Random Forest (RRF) is an R package based feature selection techniques. In RRF, a set of non-redundant features can be selected without loss of predictive information [54] .
CHEMICAL CLUSTERING
Clustering of chemical is playing a very crucial role in computational chemistry [55] . The chemical clustering is used to identify the outliers in a given dataset, to understand the behaviour of a particular functional group, and also in identification of a common scaffold etc. Numbers of approach have been used for clustering the chemical compounds like the binary fingerprints based, graph properties based, maximum common substructure based [56] . Based on these, lots of softwares (commercial as well as open-source) has been developed in the past ( Table 8 ). ChemBioServer [57] is a free web-based application that performs the clustering by two methods, the hierarchical as well as the modern Affinity Propagation (AP) clustering algorithm. While clustering, the web-server also displays the cluster in an attractive graphical manner along with the representative scaffold for a particular cluster. The compound screening and analysis can be performed using the server based upon vdW energy, geometry, physicochemical properties, and undesired/toxic moieties.
ChemMine Tools is aimed at searching, comparing and clustering of chemicals [58] . The tool can cluster chemical by three clustering algorithms: hierarchical, binning and multidimensional scaling and also the clustering of numerical data is also provided. Additionally, the property calculation module is also inbuilt in the webserver. The webserver is limiting in comparison for more than two chemicals at a time and to fish out the representative chemical of a cluster.
ChemMineR inbuilt in R environment, an open-source tool that also provides various functions for clustering entire compound libraries and visualizing clustering results and compound structures [59] . The tool supports SDF file for import molecules. ChemAxon's JKlustor Suite can be used to search similarity, calculate diversity and structural comparison and chemical clustering based on the molecular descriptors. The suite is capable of showing the representative structures for a cluster as well as the number of chemical in that particular cluster.
MOLECULAR DOCKING
Molecular docking technique is most preferably used to predicts the preferred orientation of molecule with in the active site of target molecule where it binds to form a stable complex. So, it is widely used in hit identification and lead optimization [60, 61] . Mostly docking algorithm generate the large number of possible structures and finally selects the most favorable structure geometry by scoring function. Depending on the interacting partner of the proteins, docking can be divided into two classes: Protein-protein docking, where two different protein molecules interact with each other and this is mainly rigid body docking and proteinligand docking, where protein binds with small molecules. AutoDock developed and maintained by Scripps Research Institute, is an open source molecular modeling software mainly for protein ligand docking ( Table 9 ). This software include two important programs: AutoGrid precalculates grid maps of interaction energies for different atom types and AutoDock is used for docking of the ligand with in the predefind grid based on genetic algorithm. Dock is another anchor-and-grow based docking program. It is applied both for rigid body and flexible ligand docking. Latest, Dock version can predict binding poses by adding new features like force field scoring enhanced by solvation and receptor flexibility ( Table 9 ). It is developed by UCSF [62, 63] . Autodock Vina is a new open-source program for protein ligand docking and virtual screening. It is improved version of AutoDock 4, which is fast and improving the accuracy of the binding mode predictions [64] . Hex is an academically free program for protein and DNA docking. It can also use protein-ligand docking [65] . High Ambiguity Driven biomolecular DOCKing (HADDOCK) is a docking software that use the biophysical interaction data, mutagenesis data or bioinformatic predictions. It is developed for protein-protein docking; it can also be applied to protein-ligand docking. FTDOCK is a software package based on Fourier correlation algorithm used for rigid-body docking. It performs translational and rotational search in possible direction between two molecules [66] . 
PHARMACOPHORE TOOLS
Pharmacophore search is a key component of drug discovery programs that could be used as alternative method to molecular docking for fast and efficient screening of compound library. It represents the spatial arrangement of chemical features that is essential for a molecule to interact with a specific target receptor. Pharmacophore search is an established and effective mechanism of virtual screening [67, 68] . A brief list of freely available Pharmacophore generation software is given in (Table 10 ).
The Pharmapper is a freely available webserver for identification of potential target candidates of a small-molecule [69] . This server maintains a database repository of ~7000 targets based pharmacophore models. Based on triangle hashing based method, it finds the best matching poses of input ligand against all known pharmacophore based models. This is highly useful for fast searching as it took around 1hr to screen the whole database. PharmaGist is a freely available webserver for searching pharmacophore from a set of ligand molecules [70] . This server only requires the set of ligands known to interact with a particular target without any prior knowledge of target structure. This software initially align input molecules, detect the subsets of molecules having similar features, with the possibility that a particular subset may bind to different binding sites or with different binding modes. This software also address cases where the input ligands have different affinities by defining weighted pharmacophore based on the number of ligands that share them, and automatically select the most appropriate pharmacophore for virtual screening. Therefore, it is an important tool for virtual screening of large database. Pharmer is an open-source, fast, and an efficient pharmacophore tool for virtual screening [71] . The search time depends upon the complexity of a query molecule rather than size of database. This software takes only one pdb file at a time and use KDBtree and Bloom fingerprint for pharmacophore searching. This software also supported the different kind of pharmacophore format like pml (ligand scout), ph4 (MOE) etc. ZincPharma is an extension of this software that could be used for screening of zinc database. 
ADMET TECHNIQUES
In recent years, awareness for developing computational model for predicting the absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion and toxicity (ADMET) properties of small chemical compounds are increasing. In past, numbers of in silico models have been developed for fast screening and evaluating ADMET properties of small molecules based on a set of simple empirical rules (Table 11) . Although, these rules cannot evaluate the full complexity of the in vivo system but can provide valuable information and help decisionmaking.
Toxtree is an open-source user-friendly software, which can estimate the toxic potential of a chemical based on decision tree approach. This software has been designed in such a way that the implementation of new plugin is very easy and highly flexible. This software application is suitable for running on any platform, supported by Java 1.5 or higher. Presently, it could predict the cancer-causing potential in different organisms or cell lines, calculation of some important physiochemical properties, effects on human health like skin irritation, eye irritation etc. Prediction of Activity Spectra for Substances (PASS) could predict simultaneously 3678 kinds of activity with mean accuracy of prediction about 95% (leave-one-out cross validation) based on the compound's structural formula. The online webserver is able to predict ~1244 types of biological activity, including pharmacological effects, mechanisms of action, toxic and adverse effects, interaction with metabolic enzymes and transporters, influence on gene expression, etc. Therefore, it's very easy to screen large compound database with in a short period of time. So, this software is very useful for the prediction of the biological activity spectrum for existing compounds and compounds, which are virtually predicted. admetSAR is the manually curated, most comprehensive database of diverse chemicals associated with known AD-MET profiles. In addition to database search, admetSAR could predict around 50 ADMET endpoints by chemoinformatics-based toolbox, entitled ADMET-Simulator, which integrates high quality and predictive QSAR models. This webserver is helpful for in-silico screening ADMET profiles of drug candidates and environmental chemicals. FAFDrugs2 is command line free software developed in python. This software has the capability to identifies key functional groups, and also some toxic and unstable molecules/functional groups. As it stands, FAF-Drugs2 implements different filtering rules such as 23 physicochemical rules and 204 substructure searching rules that can be easily customized. This software is also implemented with Gnuplot software to plot several distribution diagrams of major physicochemical properties of the screened compound libraries. OncoLogic TM is a desktop application that can analyze a chemical structure to determine the likelihood that it may cause cancer. This is based on some rules derived by applying structure activity relationship (SAR) analysis and incorporating knowledge of how chemicals cause cancer in animals and humans, and mimicking the decision logic of human experts.
OSIRIS Property Explorer is a freely available webserver that can predict physico-chemical and toxicological molecular properties, need to be optimized at the time of designing pharmaceutically active compounds. This tool was originally developed by T. Sander and later released in the public domain in 1999 on Actelion's web site to demonstrate the applicability of Java applets for real-time cheminformatics applications. This tool calculates drug-likeness, drug score etc. along with some important physic-chemical properties. DrugLogit is available in the form of freely available webserver to predict the probability of a compound to act as drug or non-drug. This tool is based on simple, readily available molecular properties of a compound. A selection of the equations also allows classifying the disease category of a compound. Approximately, 23 equations have been used in this software for prediction. They are rationalized based on the different mechanism of action, administration mode, and target organs of different disease categories.
TOOLS FOR DRUG METABOLISM
Drug metabolism is an important aspect in the drug discovery process. A number of cytochrome proteins classified into different protein families are known to be responsible for drug metabolism. The high or low metabolism of a drug is related with its dose requirement. Therefore, it is very important to predict the fate of a compound to be metabolized or not, site of action etc. Towards this, a number of tools have been developed such as MetaSite, MetaPred etc. (Table  11) .
MetaSite is freely available software that could predict metabolic transformations related to cytochrome-mediated reactions. This software also provides the structure of the metabolites formed, highlights the molecular moieties that help to direct the molecule in the cytochrome cavity. This software also claims that primary site of metabolism has been accurately predicted in more than 85% of the cases. SMARTCyp 2.0 is another freely available JAVA based downloadable software for metabolic site prediction for all five major drug-metabolizers. Metabolizer computes all the possible metabolites of a given molecule, predicts the major metabolites, and estimates metabolic stability. MetaPred is a freely available webserver for predicting whether the compound will be metabolized or not. It also predicts the family of cytochrome responsible for its metabolism.
DRUG TARGET IDENTIFICATION
During the last two decades or so, tremendous progress have been made in medicinal chemistry for discovering new potential drug targets. Identifying drug targets by experiments alone would be a very time-consuming and costly affair. In addition, it is also important to use systems based approaches to identify drug targets for a polypharmacology approach to ensure targeting more than one protein at time for better efficacy. These approaches need quality annotation of proteins both at structural and functional level which are then used to construct interaction graphs to identify central proteins. These central hub proteins may then be selected in combination depending on their structural features, expression profiles and localization to identify best pairs for polypharmacology. Therefore, a lot of computational algorithms such as those for identifying drug-target interaction networks [72, 73] , inhibitor design [74] [75] [76] , multiple drug-target prediction [77] [78] [79] , classifying body fluids [80] , identifying recombination spots with pseudo dinucleotide compositioniden [81] , classifying hepalar cirrhosis and carcinoma [82] , classifying anatomical therapeutic chemical (ATC) classification of drugs [83] etc. have been developed for target discovery. These software provides very useful insights for both medicinal chemistry research and drug development [84] .
Understanding the location of a protein molecule is of prime importance in prioritizing the drug targets. This would be very helpful in understanding the biological phenomenon like protein-protein interactions, protein-ligand interaction, pathways analysis. Over the years, a number of software have been developed in predicting the protein localization in the different compartment of various cell types as summarized in (Table 12) , such as eukaryotic, human, plant, bacterial subcellular localization [16, [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] . Similarly, algorithms for predicting antimicrobial peptides [91] , identifying HIV cleavage sites in proteins [92, 93] , predicting proteases and their types [94] , identifying virulence factors [95] have been developed for predicting potential drug targets.
In addition to that, there are some well known family of proteins like GPCR, nuclear receptors, kinases etc. that have great contribution in drug discovery [12, [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] . GPCR proteins is being targeted by nearly 50% of marketed drugs and nuclear receptors targeted by nearly 13% FDA approved drugs [103] . Therefore, characterizing these class of protein family will provide in-depth knowledge in undertanding the ligand-protein interactions and drugs side-effect. In (Table  13) , we describes a series of web-server/tools important in drug target discovery.
DESIGNING OF INHIBITORS
Inhibitors are required to block a target or stop a signaling cascade. These inhibitors could be exploited in three approaches: structure based inhibitor design (SBID), ligand based inhibitor design (LBID) and de novo inhibitor design (DNID) [104, 105] . The structure of target is the perquisite for the SBID, which could be determined by X-ray crystallography or NMR [106] [107] [108] . Alternatively, a huge list of GlycoPP [154] GlycoPP is a webserver for predicting potential N-and O-glycosites in prokaryotic protein sequence http://www.imtech.res.in/raghava/glycopp software is also available for target structure prediction; whose description is beyond the scope of this review. Technically, homology modeling, threading and docking strategy are the drivers for SBID. Currently, there are several methods that have been developed using the above-mentioned approach. Here we are describing some of these methods; GDoQ predicts the inhibitors against GlmU enzyme from Mycobacterium tuberculosis [109] , KiDoQ, is another webserver for designing inhibitors against Dihyrodipcolinate synthase (DHDPS), a potential drug target enzyme of a unique bacterial DAP/Lysine pathway [110] (Table 14) . In the absence of target structure, LBID could be applied where new or improved inhibitors could be designed computationally from a dataset of already known inhibitors [111, 112] . Toxipred is a user-friendly web server for the prediction of aqueous toxicity of small chemical molecules in T. pyriformis. DNID approach is applied for designing where no inhibitors were reported previously [113, 114] . In DNID, the ligand is built based upon the complementarity of the active site in a target with the ligand [115, 116] . A webserver named "Drugster" has implemented LigBuilder for building ligands. e-LEA3D is webserver dedicated to drug designing with focus on generating de novo libraries and virtual screening (Table 14) .
OTHER RESOURCES
Although this review covers a lot about open source applications in drug discovery, a large number of freely available resources, for computational drug discovery are not covered. We are trying to summarize them in this section.
CRDD (Computational resources for drug discovery) is
an open source in silico repository for tools being developed under the aegis of OSDD. This repository provides free access to webserver, databases and software related to drug discovery (http://crdd.osdd.net/). DrugPedia is another project from OSDD, where information of drugs is maintained in the form of pages (http://crdd.osdd.net/drugpedia). MayaChemTools is a collection of Perl script for handling and manipulating the structure files for general purpose in drug discovery (www.mayachemtools.org/). CADDSuite offers modular tools developed by Oliver Kohlbacher for data storage, docking, QSAR and analyzing result in the field of computer-aided drug design (http://www.ballview.org/ caddsuite). The integration of this tool in galaxy platform helps in creating the workflow for complexes process. ChemBench (http://chembench.mml.unc.edu/) is developed by Carolina Exploratory Center for Cheminformatics Research (CECCR) to provide a platform for virtual libraries of available chemicals with predicted biological and drug-like properties, model building, property and activity predictors, and special tools for chemical library design.
MAJOR INITIATIVES
Along with the availability of numerous open source tools and softwares, there are also some organizations working in a collaborative manner with public or industry partner in developing affordable medicines particularly for neglected diseases like TB, malaria etc. (Table 15 ). The Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative (DNDi) is an open source, nonprofit, collaborative project for developing new treatments against Neglected Diseases with major emphasis on malaria, slepping sickness. Till date, it has contributed two compounds for malaria, one compound for sleeping sickness. The Infectious Disease Research Institute (IDRI) is another non-profit rganization with major focus on infectious diseases like tuberculsois, malaria etc. This is involved in prevention, diagnosis and treatment of infectious diseases. In collaboration with GSK, their TB vaccine are in phase-1 clinical trial. OpenTox was initiated as a collaborative project to develop in-silico toxicology models that could be used for the creation of predictive toxicology applications. This involving the collaboration between different university, enterprise, and government research groups to design and build the initial OpenTox framework. Blue Obelisk is the name used by diverse internet group promoting reusable chemistry via open-source software development. The three major areas of this movement are 1) open source 2) open standard 3) open data. Open source for drug discovery (OSDD) is a translational platform for drug discovery, which connects informaticians, experimental biologist, clinician, research organizations to provide affordable medicine against tuberculosis, malaria. This project was launched in 2008 with the motto "affordable health care for all".
FUTURE PROSPECTS
The current review has focussed on the existing algorithms and tools in cheminformatics with specific emphasis on those that exists in public domain. It is evident that a lot of efforts are being made to enhance the preditive potential of these tools. However, there are limitations and areas where such efforts are lacking. Some of the limitations include the fact that computational methods does not create real life situation during docking experiments where a ligand is to find its target in presence of many proteins with high precision. Also, there is lack of applications that allow inhibition of multiple proteins in a critical pathway or consider host genome polymorphism for drug metabolism and transport. Another challenge particularly in drug discovery projects is also to model combination therapy and prediciting the right dosage based on pharmacokinetic parameters. These are some of the challenges that need experimental and theoretical researchers to work in collaboration for developing better platforms for drug discovery programs.
As most of the drug discovery research has been a part of pharmaceutical industries, the field of computer-aided drug designing is dominated by commercial tools. Academia and institutes are making efforts to design better predictive models and provide them as open source tools which can be worked on by others thus ensuring continuous improvements. Given that most efforts in academia and institutes are not directly linked to drug discovery and development, the prediction accuracy and fine tuning of these models is limited and needs to be benchmarked more comprehensively. Unlike pharmaceutical set up where this is done as a routine exercise, validating predictions in a research environment is mostly restricted to smaller datasets and workable experiments. On the contrary, it is also worth mentioning that most of the advancements in understanding of chemical space and their drug like properties is studied and published by academic researchers which ultimately feeds into predictive tools, both open source and proprietary. Thus, it is evident that novel methods and intelligent designs published by researchers in public funded organizations is utilized by industry and translated into pipelines for drug research. These platforms provide an integrated environment for researchers to study, evaluate and prioritize compounds for their druglike properties in a user and time friendly manner. Creating such platforms in open source environment is need of the hour which demands concerted effort in ensuring consistent data formats and ontologies for curating data and sharing the results of data analyses. Open source communities working towards developing these platforms need to ensure that these standards are followed and the community at large should be made aware of using such standards for better data organization and analyses. It is also imperative to systematically benchmark these models and their predictive capability which feeds back and provide more clues for improvement towards faster drug development with reduced failure rates. These collaborative platforms allow researchers to work together and solve challenging problems by sharing ideas and discover alternate, more efficient mechanisms of resolving them which are beyond the expertise of any individual group or laboratory.
Researchers, mostly, from public funded organizations share their scientific discoveries and resources via peerreviewed publications. With the advent of open access, that provides a open platform to researchers for sharing their research outcomes, there has been a constant pressure for the researcher to arrange for publishing charges. It is mandatory for researchers to provide access to the details of the tools or algorithms they have developed through peer-reviewed publications. Hence, in order to overcome this barrier, we think that the article should be published without any publication charges or the country scientific department should provide the grants for the publication fee. Open access ensures larger readership which is a good primer for better citations of the publications and works as strong incentive and motivation for young researchers. 
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